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Data Selections tell the system which specific information to find out of all the information contained in all the data 

tables that a report/program looks at. The Total Job Cost (TJC) Report with Projections, for example, if run with no Data 

Selections, would pull every Business Unit/Job Number and every Account/Cost Code in your entire company. Aside 

from using up system resources to gather all the data, slowing down the system for everyone using it and increasing how 

long it takes for the report to run, it is likely you don’t need it all. The Data Selection is used to limit the data search to 

something like your specific Business Unit/Job Number. 

Data Selections can also be used to exclude certain information. Going back to the TJC Report with Projections, one 

generally runs that report to view the costs, budgets and EAC’s on the cost object accounts within a project, and jobsite 

personnel generally do not need to view the WIP Accounts on that report. The WIP Accounts are excluded via the last 

line of the Data Selections shown below. 

 

Data can be selected using any of the items listed in the drop down menu in the Left Operand. If you wanted to run a TJC 

Report on all Open Jobs in your company, you would pick “Job Status” in the Left Operand drop down, “is equal to” in 

the Comparison, and “Literal” in the Right Operand. When the box appears for you to enter a value, you would enter 

“OPN” and click OK. It is recommended that you use as many Data Selections as possible to narrow down the amount of 

data the report needs to compile. More data = longer run time = more system resources = a slower system for all! 
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Processing Options are similar to Data Selections in that they help define what information shows on the reports; 

however they are targeted at specific details of how the report runs and also specify how information should be 

presented.  The TJC Report with Projections contains two Cost columns, one for a “Period”, and one “To Date”. The 

Processing Options below allow you to define which time period should populate the “Period” Cost column, as well as 

define the “To Date” through date of the report.  

 

The Summarize and Print tab is a good example of Processing Options that addresses specifically how information is 

presented on your report. You can choose to summarize and print totals by different levels of detail used in Account 

Setup.  

 

Data Selections have default rows, some populated with information in the Right Operand, and some requiring 

information to be input in the Right Operand. These default rows and information will appear every time the report is 

accessed, unless the report is accessed incorrectly.  If the report is accessed incorrectly, the Data Selections used to 

run that report will become the new defaults and will be seen by all users who access the report after it was accessed 

incorrectly. (See #2 below). 

 

Processing Options will not revert back to the defaults after a report is run. Rather, Processing Options update with each 

report run. The next user to run the report will see the Processing Options that the last user to run the report used. 

Therefore, Processing Options need to be confirmed in each box before the report is run.  
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To access and run a report correctly, use the below instructions (this example uses the TJC Report with Projections): 

1. Select the applicable report/program from the applicable menu in JD Edwards. 

 

2. Select the Version of the report/program you want to run and click the Green “  ” in the top left of the screen. 

(NOTE: THIS IS THE CORRECT WAY TO ACCESS A REPORT/PROGRAM.)  

 

Each of the Versions runs the same report/program, but each Version has different Data Selections and Processing 

Options attached to them. Not all reports/programs have different versions. 

3. On the Version Prompting screen, check Data Selections and click the “Submit” button towards the top of the 

screen.  
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4. Choose your Data Selections and click the Green “  ” in the top left of the screen. 

 

5. Choose your Processing Options and click the Green “  ” in the top left of the screen. Be sure to review all tabs 

of Processing Options and ensure they show what you want them to. Remember that Processing Options 

change every time someone runs a report/program! 
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6. On the Printer Selection screen, click the Save icon in the top left of the screen. 

 

7. Reports that print as a result of the steps above can be found in Recent Reports at the top of your screen, or in 

the Recent Reports section of the pop out window to the left of your screen. 

 

8. Your report has run when the top right corner of the report is Green, or there is a Green  next to it. If you run 

a report and you get the below message (“No Data Selected”), the system was unable to find any information 

fitting the Data Selections that were used. Try running the report again and verify that there is data for the 

report to find (i.e. make sure “equals” is used and not “not equals”, make sure the Business Unit entered is 

accurate, etc.). 

 


